STD: VIII

VILLA THERESA HIGH SCHOOL
FINAL EXAMINATION
LITERATURE IN ENGLISH

MARKS: 40

SHAKESPEARE - SECTION (10 marks)
I. Answer the following questions.
1. How did Celia express her affection for Rosalind? How should Rosalind
imitate Celia? Explain "so thou hadst been still with me, I could have taught
my love to take thy father for mine”
[3]
2.What does Celia explain to Rosalind about loving and hating Orlando?
What does Celia mean by saying “doth he not deserve well”?
[2]
3. Explain what Duke Senior meant by saying - “Here feel we but the penalty
of Adam, The seasons’ difference”.
[3]
4. What did Jaques try to convey to those around him in the Forest of Arden
by saying – ‘A motley fool’ and ‘a miserable world’
[2]
POETRY – SECTION (12 marks)
II. Answer these questions with reference to the context.
A]

“I must go down to the sea again”

(6ms)

1. Why does the poet in the poem, Sea Fever repeat the line? How many
times does the poet repeat it? Name the poet.
[3]
2. What does the poet of the poem, Sea Fever ask for when he is sailing? [3]
“ Half this world is mustard
The other half is rye.”
(6ms)
1. How does the poet help you to visualize the spreading of the mustard? [2]
2. What does the mustard do to the Kikar tree?
[2]
3. Why is the fire cold?
[1]
4. What has given a white touch to the grass?
[1]
B]

PROSE - SECTION (18marks)
III. Answer the following questions with reference to context.
A]

“But the bed was particularly suspicious-looking” (9ms)

1. What according to the narrator was he going to receive? From which
lesson is the above reference taken? Name the narrator.
[3]
2. What precautions did the narrator take to be able to sleep soundly? [3]
3. Explain how the narrator was awakened from his deep sleep. Why was it
difficult for him to move immediately in the corridor?
[3]

B] One day, while on the way to my hostel from our lecture- hall complex, I
saw an advertisement on the notice board (9ms)
1. What advertisement did the author see on the notice boards? Why was
the
Author upset after reading the advertisement?
[2]
2. Why did the author write a postcard to TELCO? What telegram did the
author receive from TELCO?
[2]
3. Why did author's hostel mates want her to go to Pune for the interview?
[2]
4. Who was the head of TELCO? What advice did he give to the speaker? [3]
……………………………………………………..

